Computer Lab Rules

Computer labs are for use by Mid Michigan Community College students, faculty and staff.

Food can damage our equipment and the use of tobacco products are not allowed in the computer labs.

Drink is permitted in hard plastic/travel cup containers with lids or screw top bottles.

The first priority for computer lab equipment is instruction and class assignments.

During busy times, you may be asked to relinquish your computer if you are not doing class work.

Children are only allowed when attending a class specifically designed for them.

Copying software is illegal. Don’t do it.

Multi-user network games and playing games in the computer classrooms is strictly prohibited. Violators will be asked to leave immediately. Single-user (non-networked) gaming is allowed when extra computers are available for use in the walk-in lab area. You may be asked to make space for those using the computers for academic work when lab is full.

MMCC is not responsible for replacing storage media or data lost due to hardware failure or any other reason.

The connection of outside equipment to MMCC computer equipment is prohibited unless specific authorization is granted. Exception: USB solid-state storage devices (generally known as USB “drives:”) are allowed. Notes:

We cannot guarantee that all USB “drives” will work with all MMCC lab computers, as some such devices may require special drivers. However, most should work in most labs without any additional drivers.

MMCC is not responsible for damage to USB “drives”, or data loss on such devices.

Collaborative work and quiet conversation are encouraged, but please refrain from loud talking, laughter, or music. Please silence cell phones and answer calls in the hallway.

Be courteous of other patrons and clean the area around your workstation when your work is complete.

We are here to help. If you have any questions or problems, please ask for assistance.

All users of College computing and networking equipment are expected to adhere to the Acceptable Use Policy at all times.